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Abstract. A review of the ATLAS measurements sensitive to parton distribution functions is presented. The
√
analyses use proton–proton collision data at center–of–mass–energy s = 7 TeV collected at the Large Hadron
Collider between April and November 2011. When included in QCD ﬁts, the ATLAS data allow for improving
the experimental constraints on the gluon and strange–quark parton density functions of the proton.

1 Introduction
The parton distribution functions (PDFs) are essential phenomenological ingredients for evaluating theory predictions of any observable at hadron collider experiments.
They are introduced in the context of the Collinear Factorisation Theorem [1] as universal, namely process independent, kernels which “fold” the partonic cross sections
and regularise the collinear singularity associated to the
initial state radiation in perturbative Quantum–Chromo–
Dynamic (pQCD).
The PDFs evolution as a function of the energy scale,
Q2 , of the hard partonic process under investigation is calculated by solving the DGLAP equations in perturbative
QCD. On the other hand, the PDFs behavior as a function
of the Bjorken variable “x” must be determined by means
of global ﬁt to the data; this step typically involves simultaneous ﬁt to neutrino data, electron–proton deep inelastic
scattering (DIS) measurements, as well as hadron–hadron
colliders data.
A number of PDF sets are available from independent
global (QCD) ﬁts performed by several groups. The global
ﬁts more extensively used by experimental collaborations at LHC include ABKM09/ABM11 [2, 3], CT10 [4],
HERA1.5 [5], MSTW2008 [6] and NNPDF2.3 [7]; they
are based on diﬀerent datasets and/or diﬀerent underlying methodology for treating the data. Many major updates have been recently released, including ABM14 [8]
and NNPDF3.0 [10], where updated ﬁt methods, newer
datasets and improved theory predictions have been exploited.
The unprecedented center–of–mass–energy available
at the Large Hadron Collider (LHC), along with the good
angular coverage of the ATLAS detector [9] deﬁne a solid
ground for constraining the parton distribution functions
over a wide kinematical range; the analyses which beneﬁt from improved PDFs knowledge include new–physics
searches, Higgs boson measurements and precision electroweak physics.
a e-mail: nicola.orlando@cern.ch
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Figure 1. Main Feynman diagrams for describing jet production
at LHC.

Many measurements sensitive to parton distribution
functions have been performed in ATLAS; they exploit a
broad set of data including jets, photons as well as gauge
boson, produced inclusively or produced in association
with heavy ﬂavour jets.
ATLAS measurements have been already included in
the global ﬁts ABM14, NNPDF3.0 and NNPDF2.3.
The ATLAS jet measurements and their constraints
on PDFs are summarised in Sec. 2; PDFs studies using
the production cross section of isolated photons are highlighted in Sec. 3; in Sec. 4 the measurement of gauge boson production are discussed; the diﬀerential cross sections for top quark pairs production are presented in Sec. 5.
Finally, concluding remarks are summarised in Sec. 6.

2 Jet cross sections
Jet cross section measurements are the most exploited experimental tools for constraining the gluon density function at hadron colliders. A precise determination of the the
gluon density function at LHC is of great relevance for improving the accuracy of theoretical predictions for a wide
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Figure 2. Gluon density function xg(x) and its relative uncertainty shown as a function of x at the scale Q2 =1.9 GeV2 [17].
The yellow band indicates a ﬁt to HERA 1 data only. The lines
show a ﬁt to HERA 1+ATLAS jet data; the ﬁts to the cross section measurements at center of mass energy of 7 TeV, 2.76 TeV
and their ratio is presented separately.

class of processes. In particular, the experimental uncertainty in the gluon PDFs currently dominates the precision
of the calculation for the Higgs boson production cross
section via gluon–gluon fusion which has been calculated
in pQCD up to approximate O(α5s ) accuracy [11].
As illustrated by the Feynman diagrams in Fig. 1, the
main production modes of jets at LHC involve gluons in
the initial state; the contribution of Feynman diagrams
originating from qq scattering are less important due to
the suppressed PDFs for anti–quarks.
The use of jet data for PDFs ﬁts is supported by advanced calculations in pQCD. Jets cross section calculations of wide use at LHC are available at next–to–leading
order (NLO) for up to three jets in NLOJET++ [12]; electroweak (EW) corrections for jet pair production are also
known since more than one decade and have been recently
re–evaluated [13]; the residual theoretical perturbative uncertainty form these calculations is estimated to be about
10%. A partial next–to–next–to–leading order (NNLO)
calculation for di–jet production at LHC has been recently
released [14]; moreover, a new calculation of up to ﬁve
jets production at NLO has been published [15]; the use
of them in future PDF analyses with LHC data is expected
to improve the constraints on the gluon PDF and become
eventually a standard ground for NNLO QCD ﬁts.
The experimental uncertainty related to jet cross section measurements at LHC is mainly driven by the jet–
energy–scale (JES) determination. The JES is calibrated
by using a combination of data–driven techniques and
test–beam results [16]. For 2011 data sample, the JES has
been determined as a function of the transverse momen1 The

variable y is evaluated, from the rapidity (yi ) of the selected

jets, as:
Di–jet:

y

= |y1 − y2 | ,

Three–jet:

y

= |y1 − y2 | + |y2 − y3 | + |y3 − y1 | .

tum and pseudo–rapidity2 of the jets. The JES uncertainty
depends mainly on the jet radius parameter, on the calibration scheme and on the jet pT and η; for central jets with
pT of about 100 GeV, clustered with the Anti–kt algorithm
and calibrated in the EM+JES scheme, the JES uncertainty
is slightly larger than 1%; the JES uncertainty become signiﬁcantly larger for pT lower than 20 GeV or higher than
1 TeV where limited data control samples are available for
the in–situ JES calibration.
A ﬁrst inclusive jet cross section measurement sensitive to the gluon parton density function
has been per√
formed by using 2011 data [17] at s=7 TeV. The eﬀect
of the dominant systematic uncertainties has been mitigated by
√ evaluating the ratio of the measured cross section at s =7 TeV with the corresponding measurements
performed
in a smaller data control sample collected at
√
s =2.76 TeV.
A simultaneous ﬁt to jet ATLAS data and the HERA
1 data has been performed with the HERAFITTER package [18–20] by using a set of PDF parametrisations similar
to what has been used in HERA1.5 set [21].
As shown in Fig. 2, the use of ATLAS data in a QCD ﬁt
allows for improving the experimental constraints on the
gluon density function at high x (x  0.1–1). Moreover, a
harder spectrum of the gluon PDF is observed compared
with its previous determination from the HERA 1 data;
this feature is more prominent in the data sample collected
at 7 TeV.
The new PDF set derived from the simultaneous ﬁt to
the ATLAS jet ratio data and HERA 1 data, EPATLJET13,
has been used in later ATLAS measurements [22].
Jet production cross sections have been measured in a
variety of other topologies, including ﬁnal states with at
least two [22] or at least three [23] high pT jets; in the
former measurement the data have been compared with a
QCD NLO calculation and electroweak corrections have
been included, while for the latter no electroweak corrections have been used. The electroweak corrections are expected to lower the predicted cross section at high invariant mass of the di– and three–jet systems by a few percents [13]; therefore, their use in future QCD ﬁts using
these data will be relevant. All the predictions have been
corrected for non–perturbative eﬀects by deriving correction factors with PYTHIA6 [24] and HERWIG++ [25];
the uncertainty on the non–perturbative corrections is estimated to be less than 3% for the di–jet measurement and
less than 10% for the three–jet cross sections.
The comparison of the measured cross sections as a
function of the di–jet and three–jet invariant mass to the
NLO pQCD calculations obtained with various PDFs sets
is presented in Fig. 3. Most of the PDF sets describe well
the data. The di–jet invariant mass spectrum is well de2 ATLAS uses a right–handed coordinate system with its origin at the
nominal interaction point (IP) in the centre of the detector and the z–axis
along the beam pipe. The x–axis points from the IP to the centre of the
LHC ring, and the y–axis points upward. Cylindrical coordinates (r,ϕ)
are used in the transverse plane, ϕ being the azimuthal angle around the
beam pipe. The pseudorapidity is deﬁned in terms of the polar angle θ
as η = − ln[tan(θ/2)]. Transverse momentum and transverse energy are
deﬁned as pT = p sin θ and ET = E sin θ, respectively.
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Figure 3. Cross section measurements [22, 23] in various y1 regions as a function of the invariant mass of the di–jet (top) and three–jet
(bottom) systems. The data are compared to NLO predictions derived with the NLOJET++ generator interfaced with several PDFs sets;
NLO electroweak corrections have been applied for the di–jet cross section (top). In each bin the data and the theoretical predictions
are divided by the measured cross section. The envelope of the total uncertainty in the measurements is shown by the black solid line;
the envelope of the uncertainty on the theory predictions is presented as shaded or hatched bands.

scribed by EPATLJET13; at high invariant mass, the ATLAS PDF set improves the description of the measurement
provided by the HERA1.5 set. The ABM11 set, which
doesn’t include any hadron collider data, provides a poor
description of the three–jet invariant mass spectrum.

3 Isolated photons
As illustrated in Fig. 4 (top), photons with transverse
energy (ETγ ) greater than 100 GeV are produced mostly
via (up)quark–gluon compton scattering; this production
mode accounts for more than the 65% of the cross sec-

tion up to ETγ ∼ 500 GeV. Therefore, measurements of isolated photon production cross section has been advocated
as an interesting channel for constraining the gluon density
function [26].
As illustrated from the Feynman diagrams in Fig. 4
(bottom), photon production via quark fragmentation provides another production mode at leading order; it comes
with larger theoretical uncertainty [27, 28] compared to
the prompt photon component.
The most accurate predictions available for inclusive
photon production at LHC involve a full NLO calculation of the prompt as well as the fragmentation production
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to 700 GeV, the experimental precision is signiﬁcantly better than the precision of the NLO calculation derived with
the JETPHOX generator. The main experimental systematic uncertainty is due to the calibration of photon energy
scale which amounts to 2–6%.
A comparison of the data to a NLO calculation performed with the MCFM [30] generator is shown in Fig. 6;
the MCFM predictions have been derived with a several
PDF sets; the ABM11 PDF set is found to provide the best
description of the data in spite of not being able to describe
well the jet data.
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Figure 5. Measured and predicted inclusive prompt photon cross
section [29] as a function of the photon transverse energy.

modes [27, 28]; the dominant theoretical uncertainty, of
the order of 10% or larger, is driven by the QCD scale (factorisation and renormalisation) variations which are used
for evaluating missing higher order in the perturbative expansion of the QCD matrix element and in the DGLAP
evolution of the PDFs.
The measured transverse energy spectrum for inclusive
isolated photon production [29] is presented in Fig. 5; up

The identiﬁcation of gauge boson production in their leptonic decay modes oﬀer a clean experimental handle for
studying the quark distribution functions at LHC. Besides, very accurate calculations are available for these
processes, including diﬀerential NNLO computations in
QCD [31–34]; NLO electroweak corrections [35] are also
known.
About 20 millions of W bosons decaying in eνe or μνμ
leptons and about 2 millions of Z/γ∗ bosons decaying in
ee or μμ pairs have been collected during the 2011 data
taking in ATLAS. The high statistics of W/Z bosons in the
2011 dataset allows for a precise measurements of many
experimental signatures, including production of W/Z in
association with heavy ﬂavour jets.
A ﬁrst QCD analysis of the W/Z cross sections measured by ATLAS using the 2010 dataset has been exploited for constraining the strange quark content of the
proton [21]. The ﬁt of the strange quark density has been
observed to be consistent with unsuppressed strangeness
scenario.
The neutral current Drell–Yan (NCDY) process has
been measured as a function of the di–lepton, ( = e/μ),
invariant mass in the range 16–66 GeV and 116–1500 GeV
with the full 2011 data sample [36, 37]. These kinematic
regions are expected to be sensitive to a diﬀerent mixture
of initial state quarks and to probe a complementary Q2 –
x region compared to the “on–peak” Drell–Yan data. At
low di–lepton invariant mass (26 <m [GeV]< 31) the uncertainty on the measurement is driven by the systematic
errors; the dominant one, of about 3.9%, is due to the multijet background estimation; the statistical error is less than
2% in all the analysis bins. At higher di–lepton invariant
mass, m ≥ 400 GeV, the statistical uncertainty dominates
the experimental accuracy; for m larger than one TeV, the
statistical uncertainty is 50%.
The NCDY data has been compared to a few theoretical predictions. In order to describe the cross section in
the full measured range a NNLO QCD calculation supplemented by NLO EW corrections is necessary; at low di–
lepton invariant mass, the NLO QCD calculations, with or
without the parton shower, deviate signiﬁcantly from the
data.
The NCDY cross section has a contribution due lepton
pairs production from photon–photon scattering; at high
di–lepton invariant mass it can be as large as the PDF
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uncertainty of the theory predictions. Indeed, this measurement has shown sensitivity for constraining the photon
parton distribution function, as pointed out in the analysis
presented in Ref. [38].
The measured NCDY spectrum as a function of the di–
lepton invariant mass is shown in Fig. 7 for both the low
mass (top) and the high mass (bottom) regions.
Measurements of gauge boson production in association with heavy ﬂavours have been recently published by
ATLAS [39, 40].
The W+charm is produced at leading order via
s–channel and u–channel production modes involving
strange quark–gluon scattering (Fig. 8); thus, a measurement of the W+charm cross section can provide a direct constraint on the strange quark content of the proton. The Feynman diagrams involving a d–quark in the
initial state are CKM suppressed, they are expected to contribute by about 10% [41] to the total W+charm cross section. The gluon splitting production modes, along with
the most relevant backgrounds, can be suppressed exploiting the charge correlation between the W boson and the
charm quark. The total ﬁducial and diﬀerential W+charm
production cross sections have been measured [39] by using inclusive charmed hadrons decays into a soft muon as
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well as reconstructing D–mesons in several fully hadronic
exclusive decays; an example of diﬀerential cross section measurement is shown in Fig. 9 (top), where the data
have been compared to a NLO calculation performed with
aMC@NLO [42] interfaced with several PDF sets.
The measured W+charm cross sections along with the
HERA 1 data have been used for constraining the strange
quark PDF in a simultaneous ﬁt; the ﬁt procedure exploits the strange–quark parametrisation available in the
HERA1.5 set as a single nuisance parameter, independent
on the Bjorken x. The results, presented in Fig. 9 (bottom),
favor the unsuppressed strangeness scenario consistently
with the inclusive ATLAS W/Z 2010 data analysis [21].
Besides the W+charm cross section measurements,
ATLAS presented recently a ﬁrst detailed analysis of the
Z boson production in association with at least one or at
least two b–jets (Z+b and Z+bb, respectively, collectively
referred to as Z+b(b)).
The phenomenological description of Z+b(b) production at hadron collider has been actively developed during
the past decade [43]. Two main theoretical approaches for
deriving cross section calculations for the Z+b (and Z+bb)
process have been developed3 :
3A

more rigorous classiﬁcation is presented in [43]

In the 5FNS, the main mechanisms for producing a Z boson in association with at least one b–quark involve a scattering between a gluon and a b–quark. Therefore, the Z+b
cross section measurement can be exploited for studying
the b–quark distribution function. The b–PDF plays a relevant role in t–channel single top production [44], Beyond
Standard Model (BSM) phenomenology [45, 46] and electroweak physics [47, 48].
The production of heavy ﬂavours in association with a
Z gauge boson is subject to sizable uncertainty on both the
experimental and theoretical sides. The experimental uncertainties are mostly driven by the use of the b–tagging,
for the Z+b measurement, and limited statistics, for Z+bb.
For a ﬁnal state with at least one b–jet the uncertainty due
to the b–tagging is about 6% while the statistical uncertainty on the total cross section is about 1.5%; for a ﬁnal
state with at least two b–jets, the b–tagging uncertainty
can become twice larger and the statistical uncertainty on
the total cross section is about 4%. The theoretical errors
are also signiﬁcantly larger compared to the inclusive Z
boson cross section calculations; the Z+b and Z+bb production are known only at NLO in QCD with or without
parton shower in MCFM and aMC@NLO, respectively;
predictions based on leading order multileg QCD matrix
element merged to a parton shower are also available from
several Monte Carlo event generators [49–51]. The uncertainty on the NLO prediction for the Z+b and Z+bb cross
sections is between 12% and 17% dominated by the QCD
scale variations.
The total ﬁducial Z+b cross section measurement by
ATLAS is shown in Fig. 10 (top) while the diﬀerential
cross section as a function of the Z boson rapidity is presented in Fig. 10 (bottom). The data have been compared
to NLO predictions derived in both 4FNS and 5FNS. In
particular, a NLO prediction derived with MCFM in 5FNS
has been interfaced with a few PDF sets; the relative variation of the MCFM predictions is observed to be as large
as the total uncertainty on the data.

5 Top quark differential cross sections
The use of the top–quark pair (tt) production cross section for probing the gluon PDF has been recently proposed [52].
The total tt cross
√ section is known up to NNLO in
pQCD [53]; for s= 7 TeV, the theoretical uncertainty
aﬀecting this calculation is about 10%; a preliminary estimation of the diﬀerential cross section at NNLO is underway [54]. Other predictions for the diﬀerential tt cross
sections are based on ﬁxed–order NLO in MCFM , NLO
matched to a parton shower [55, 56], and LO multileg
merged to a parton shower [49].
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Figure 11. Ratios of the NLO QCD predictions derived with
MCFM to the measured normalized diﬀerential cross–section as
a function of the tt invariant mass for diﬀerent PDF sets.
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Figure 10. Measurement of the total ﬁducial cross sections for
Z+ ≥ 1 b–jet (top) and diﬀerential measurement as a function of
the Z boson rapidity (bottom).

Diﬀerential tt cross section measurements have been
published by ATLAS [57]; in Fig 11 the cross section measurement as a function of the tt invariant mass is shown.
The data are compared to theoretical predictions based on
a NLO QCD calculation evaluated with a few PDF sets;
only the HERA1.5 set describes well the data, while all
the other PDF sets, tuned to Tevatron and/or to LHC jet
data, predict a signiﬁcantly harder spectrum. None of the
predictions include EW corrections, which are expected to
soften the invariant mass spectrum by a few percents above
one TeV.

6 Conclusions
The ATLAS data show clear sensitivity to the proton parton distribution functions and can improve substantially
the existing experimental constraints. Simultaneous ﬁts
to the ATLAS cross section measurements and HERA 1
data have been performed for improving the experimental
knowledge on the gluon and on the strange–quark parton
distribution functions.
In order to fully exploit the ATLAS data, advanced theory calculations have been used; next–to–next–to–leading
order QCD and next–to–leading order electroweak accuracy are typically needed for a proper interpretation of the
data in QCD ﬁts.
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